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US Supreme Court
Case: Independent Federation of Flight Attendants v. Zipes, 491 U.S. 754, 109 S.Ct. 2732, 105 L.Ed.2d 639
(1989)
Date: June 22, 1989
Votes: 6-2 (no Stevens)
Opinion: Scalia (with Rehnquist, White, O’Connor, & Kennedy)
Concurrence: Blackmun
Dissents: Marshall (with Brennan)
Tags: Attorney fees, Title VII, sex discrimination suit, frivolous legal action, union, flight attendants, intervenor
Question(s) Presented: Was it appropriate to award attorney fees against losing party in Title VII case, when
losing party is an intervenor who has not “violated Civil Rights Act or any other federal law”? (755)
Holdings: Title VII attorney fee awards only appropriate if losing intervenor’s action was frivolous,
unreasonable, or without foundation. (761) [But see Marshall’s dissent, post.]
Rationale: “Because the courts below incorrectly presumed that petitioner was liable for attorney’s fees to
respondents, and accordingly made no inquiry as to whether petitioner’s intervention was frivolous,
unreasonable, or without foundation, the judgment of the Court of Appeals is reversed, and the case is
remanded for further proceedings consistent with this opinion.” (766)
Facts: Female flight attendants won a Title VII sex-discrimination suit against union because of policy of firing
them when they became mothers. Union (not the original union) challenged the settlement in court as an
intervenor and lost. Female flight attendants then sought to recover attorney fees for that action.
Legal History, Prior Appeals & Trial Court Input:
 District Court awarded $180,915.84.
 Circuit Court affirmed.
Appeals to Statute & Precedent:
 Title VII of Civil Rights Act: 42 U.S.C. 2000(e)-5(k) [§ 706(k)]: sex discrimination; prevailing party may
be awarded reasonable attorney fee at discretion of court.
 Alyeska Pipeline (US 1975): no fee-shifting unless by statute.
 Newman v. Piggie Park Enterprises, Inc. (US 1968): prevailing plaintiff should recover attorney fees
unless it would be unjust.
 Christiansburg Garment Co. v. EEOC, 434 U.S. 412 (1978): Prevailing defendant isn’t acting as private
attorney general, so they don’t count in a Civil Rights action and do not get attorney fees unless
plaintiff’s action was frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation. (Lower bar than “bad faith.”)
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Kentucky v. Graham, 473 U.S. 159, 105 S.Ct 3099, 87 L.Ed.2d 114 (1985): suit against police officers;
sought to recover attorney fees from state (employer of LEOs). SCOTUS said nope: get attorney fees
from the offenders, the party legally responsible for relief on the merits. “fee liability runs with merits
liability” (id. At 168/3106)

Dicta/Discussion:
 “To come, finally, to the aspect of this lengthy litigation giving rise to the issues now before us . . .”
(757)


“We decided long ago that in some circumstances the interests of the losing party trump those of the
prevailing party under § 706(k), so that the latter cannot obtain fees.” (760)



“In Newman, supra, 390 U.S., at 402, 88 S.Ct., at 966, we held that in absence of special circumstances
a district court not merely ‘may’ but must award fees to the prevailing plaintiff; and in Christiansburg
Garment, supra, 434 U.S., at 421, 98 S.Ct., at 700, we held that unless the plaintiff’s action is frivolous a
district court cannot award fees to the prevailing Title VII defendant.” (761)



“It is of course true that the central purpose of § 706(k) is to vindicate the national policy against
wrongful discrimination by encouraging victims to make the wrongdoers pay at law—assuring that the
incentive to such suits will not be reduced by the prospect of attorney’s fees that consume the
recovery. Assessing fees against blameless intervenors, however, is not essential to that purpose.”
(761)



“In this case, for example, petitioner became a party to the lawsuit not because it bore any
responsibility for the practice alleged to have violated Title VII, but because it sought to protect the
bargained-for seniority rights of its employees. Awarding attorney’s fees against such an intervenor
would further neither the general policy that wrongdoers must make whole those whom they have
injured nor Title VII’s aim of deterring employers from engaging in discriminatory practices.” (762)



“While a labor union’s good-faith advocacy of its members’ vital interests was not the specific type of
conduct § 706(k) was intended to encourage, it is certainly not conduct that the statute aimed to
deter.” (765)

Concurrence: Blackmun
 “Despite the fact, however, that, from Congress’ point of view, an intervenor is not like a Title VII
plaintiff, the Court today fashions a fee-shifting rule that essentially ignores this difference. The result
is presumptively to place the additional cost of litigating third-party rights on the prevailing Title VII
plaintiff, whom Congress has assumed lacks the resources to bear them.” (767)
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Thinks original wrongdoer should bear the cost of this litigation (made necessary because of the initial
wrongdoer’s actions in the first place): “Addressing and adjusting the rights of a third party are parts of
the social cost of remedying a Title VII violation. That cost, as well as the cost to the plaintiff of
vindicating his or her own rights, would not have existed but for the conduct of the Title VII
defendant.” (767)



“In my view, liability for fees should shift from the defendant to the intervenor if the intervenor’s
position was ‘frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation.’” (768)

Dissent: Marshall (with Brennan)
 Thinks majority opinion ignores language of statute and objectives of Title VII. Prevailing party is
prevailing party and should get attorney fees for protecting Civil Rights.


“Nothing in the legislative history indicates that Congress intended to limit the types of losing parties
against whom attorney’s fees could be awarded. Indeed, given Congress’ broad remedial goals, the
majority errs in casually presuming that such limits exist.” (773)



“The majority’s contention that its ruling will not discourage private plaintiffs from bringing civil rights
suits, or that it will only ‘create some marginal disincentive,’ . . . is hard to take seriously. The costs to
plaintiffs are no less real when the person causing the financial expenditures is an intervenor than
when he is a defendant. To vindicate their civil rights, many plaintiffs must respond to, and defeat,
claims raised by intervenors in support of the challenged practice or in opposition to the proposed
remedy. Such intervenors force victims of discrimination to spend additional scarce resources to obtain
relief, often long after the named defendant has conceded a violation of the act.” (774)



“To justify a result contrary to the language of § 706(k) and the objectives of Title VII, the Court offers
two propositions: first, that liability on the merits is a prerequisite for liability for fees; and second, that
the interests of intervenors are as important as the civil rights concerns of plaintiffs. Neither assertion
withstands scrutiny. Nor does either explain why the majority has adopted a blanket rule that all
intervenors must be treated like [civil rights] plaintiffs for purposes of fee liability.” (775)



“Finally, the majority ignores the likely consequence of today’s decision. In the future, defendants can
rely on intervenors to raise many of their defenses, thereby minimizing the fee exposure of defendants
and forcing prevailing plaintiffs to litigate many, if not most, of their claims against parties from whom
they have no chance of recovering fees. Without the hope of obtaining compensation for the
expenditures caused by intervenors, many victims of discrimination will be forced to forgo remedial
litigation for lack of financial resources. As a result, injuries will go unredressed and the national policy
against discrimination will go unredeemed. I dissent.”
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Commentary:
 Relevant question: Who may be held liable for attorney’s fees?


Marshall pins the problem: intervenors come in to mop up after civil rights litigation, forcing the
plaintiffs back to court; this case will prevent their recovery of attorney fees for the ongoing extra
litigation caused by the initial wrongdoer. I think Blackmun’s solution is perfect, though.



Intervenor: a nonparty who joins ongoing litigation, either as a matter of right or at the discretion of
the court, without the permission of the original litigants.

